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ajor correlates of male height: A study of 105 countries

 Grasgruber *, M. Sebera, E. Hrazdı́ra, J. Cacek, T. Kalina

ulty of Sports Studies, Masaryk University, Kamenice 5, 625 00 Brno, Czech Republic

 Introduction

In our previous study (Grasgruber et al., 2014), we
entified nutrition and genetics as the strongest correlates
 height among contemporary young men from 42 Euro-
an and three overseas countries (Australia, New Zealand
d the USA). Out of all the socioeconomic factors that

ere examined, only children’s mortality approached the
nificance of nutrition and genetics, which points to the
portance of a disease-free environment. Improved
trition and better healthcare are direct consequences

of improving living standards that accompanied the
process of the industrial revolution (Hatton, 2013).

In the present study, we aim to extend this research to
North Africa, Asia and Oceania. These regions include
mostly developing countries, but Muslim oil superpowers
(Bahrain, Brunei, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia and
the United Arab Emirates/UAE) and some developed
countries of East Asia (Japan, Singapore, South Korea,
Taiwan) currently belong to the wealthiest in the world,
with the gross domestic product (GDP) per capita higher
than 30,000 USD (World Bank, 2013), not to mention the
semi-independent territory of Hong Kong. Interestingly,
male height in some of these regions (Arab countries of
North Africa and the Near East) was once similar or even
higher than in Europe, but after the 1880s it started to lag
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A B S T R A C T

The purpose of this study is to explore the main correlates of male height in 105 countries

in Europe & overseas, Asia, North Africa and Oceania. Actual data on male height are

compared with the average consumption of 28 protein sources (FAOSTAT, 1993–2009) and

seven socioeconomic indicators (according to the World Bank, the CIA World Factbook and

the United Nations). This comparison identified three fundamental types of diets based on

rice, wheat and milk, respectively. The consumption of rice dominates in tropical Asia,

where it is accompanied by very low total protein and energy intake, and one of the

shortest statures in the world (�162–168 cm). Wheat prevails in Muslim countries in

North Africa and the Near East, which is where we also observe the highest plant protein

consumption in the world and moderately tall statures that do not exceed 174 cm. In taller

nations, the intake of protein and energy no longer fundamentally rises, but the

consumption of plant proteins markedly decreases at the expense of animal proteins,

especially those from dairy. Their highest consumption rates can be found in Northern and

Central Europe, with the global peak of male height in the Netherlands (184 cm). In

general, when only the complete data from 72 countries were considered, the

consumption of protein from the five most correlated foods (r = 0.85) and the human

development index (r = 0.84) are most strongly associated with tall statures. A notable

finding is the low consumption of the most correlated proteins in Muslim oil superpowers

and highly developed countries of East Asia, which could explain their lagging behind

Europe in terms of physical stature.

� 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC

BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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ehind considerably (Stegl and Baten, 2009). On the other
and, wealthy nations of East Asia are still known for their
urprisingly small stature, despite very high values of the
DP per capita (Baten and Blum, 2014). Therefore, it would
e important to identify the main factors that currently
istinguish these regions from Europe.

As we did similarly in our previous study, we plan to
xplore the correlation of factors such as nutrition,
ealthcare and national wealth with the height of contem-
orary young men. Genetic factors (frequencies of Y
aplogroups) are included as well, but in a supplementary
nction, because no Y haplogroup is shared in appreciable
equencies across the whole area of Europe, North Africa,
sia and Oceania.

. Methods

.1. Collection of anthropometric data

The selected regions of North Africa, Asia and Oceania
ncompass 63 countries (including three semi-independent
rritories–American Samoa, French Polynesia, Hong Kong),
r which data on body height were researched. In Oceania,

nly more populous countries with a population size
xceeding 50,000 inhabitants were considered, because
tatistics were not available for small island nations.
referably, we searched for anthropometric data on young,
ature men aged 18–30 years (but ideally 20–25 years)
om the time after the year 2000. Only surveys that
corporated at least 50 individuals were used, but
henever possible, nationwide surveys with more than

00 individuals were preferred. The only samples with fewer
an 100 individuals were from Guam (n = 59) and Algeria

 = 55)1. By far the most representative data (regular
easurements of recruits) were available from Israel, but

aradoxically, they were the most problematic due to the
clusion of young immigrants, who were not born and

aised in Israel2.
The majority of surveys included in our study are

ationwide health surveys incorporating all social groups.
ome other surveys had certain limitations. Six of them
rom Bhutan, Laos, Libya, Oman, the Maldives and Syria)
corporate an urban population from a single city. The

ample from Libya consists of patients visiting a hospital in
erna. Three surveys (from Saudi Arabia, the United Arab
mirates and the Federative States of Micronesia) come
om a specific region of the country. The sample from North
orea includes refugees. In the case of Afghanistan,
yrgyzstan, Pakistan, Tajikistan and Turkmenistan, the
ale height was estimated, based on highly representative

tudies of local women. The height in Kazakhstan (175.6 cm)
as computed from the data of Facchini et al. (2007). (See
ppendix: Methods for a more detailed discussion.)

Due to the scarcity of information from some countries,
certain compromises needed to be made. This especially
concerns the STEPS surveys (Noncommunicable Disease
Risk Factor Surveys) performed by the World Health
Organization (WHO), which rarely include people younger
than 25 years and routinely start with the age category of
25–34 years. Nevertheless, it is unlikely that the inclusion
of older subjects would markedly distort our results,
because the pace of the secular trend in the majority of the
examined countries is very slow or almost non-existent.

Besides that, some means of male height from our
previous study were updated. This update relates to Bosnia
and Herzegovina, Bulgaria, the Czech Republic, Georgia,
Moldova and Ukraine (see Appendix: Methods and Appendix
Table 1). Recent anthropometric data were even obtained
from Armenia, but they did not seem to be sufficiently
representative. Nevertheless, they indirectly supported the
accuracy of our male estimate based on DHS 2005
(171.9 cm)3.

Altogether, information on body height was collected
from 61 out of 63 targeted countries (Table 1). Only data
from Macau and New Caledonia were missing4. Our list
also includes the Maori, but considering that they make up
a minority in New Zealand, this sample was not useable.

2.2. Collection of nutritional and sociodemographic data

The information about the average daily protein con-
sumption (in grams) was computed from FAOSTAT.org5. The
statistics on the gross domestic product (GDP) per capita (by
purchasing power parity/PPP, in current international USD),
health expenditure per capita (by PPP, in constant 2005 in-
ternational USD), urbanization (% of urban population),
children’s mortality under 5 years (per 1000 live births) and
total fertility rate (births per woman) were taken from the
World Bank6, and the Gini index of social inequality from the
CIA World Factbook7. In addition, we included the human
development index (HDI) that is regularly calculated by the
United Nations8. Since 2010, the HDI has been computed

1 Large samples of young men from Algeria, Morocco and Tunisia were

cently measured within the epidemiological survey ETHNA, but the

uthors were reluctant to share the data.
2 A large sample of 2.1 million Israeli men born between 1950 and

3 According to ‘‘Tables for evaluation of physical development of 16–25

years old boys and girls in the Republic of Armenia (guidance for medical

doctors)" published in 2010 (A. Tadevosyan—pers. communication), the

average height in the age category 21–25 years was 176.1 cm in men

(n = 157) and 162.9 cm in women (n = 210). However, the average height

of Armenian women aged 20–24 years in DHS 2005 was only 159.2 cm

(n = 1066). This strongly suggests that we are dealing with the data of

university students, which was also indicated by other surveys provided

by A. Tadevosyan that examined students from elite educational

institutions. More importantly, the male/female ratio in the above

mentioned survey was 1.081, which agrees with the ratio 1.08 that was

used in our previous study for the estimation of male height in Armenia.
4 The most recent sample from New Caledonia that we were able to find

came from 1991. A sample of 495 men aged 30–32 years reached

171.0 cm (A. Cournil—pers. communication).
5 FAOSTAT, http://faostat3.fao.org/download/FB/CC/E.
6 The World Bank, http://data.worldbank.org/topic. Statistical data of

GDP per capita from Taiwan (Republic of China) were specially requested

from the World Bank.
7 The CIA Factbook, https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/

the-world-factbook/fields/2172.html.
8 Human development statistical annex (2011), http://www.undp.org/
993 included only 5.7% men born in Israel, but 53.1% of the men came

om Africa or Asia (Meydan et al., 2013).

content/dam/undp/library/corporate/HDR/2011%20Global%20HDR/

English/HDR_2011_EN_Tables.pdf

http://faostat3.fao.org/download/FB/CC/E
http://data.worldbank.org/topic
https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/fields/2172.html
https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/fields/2172.html
http://www.undp.org/content/dam/undp/library/corporate/HDR/2011 Global HDR/English/HDR_2011_EN_Tables.pdf
http://www.undp.org/content/dam/undp/library/corporate/HDR/2011 Global HDR/English/HDR_2011_EN_Tables.pdf
http://www.undp.org/content/dam/undp/library/corporate/HDR/2011 Global HDR/English/HDR_2011_EN_Tables.pdf


Table 1

Male height in North Africa, Asia and Oceania.

Country/region n Age Date Height Source

France: French Polynesia 232 18–24 2010 178.6 French Polynesia STEPS 2010

Tonga 229 18–20 2008 176.7 Swinburn et al. (2011) (pers. communication)

USA: American Samoaa 272 25–34 2004 175.9 American Samoa: STEPS 2004

Maori (New Zealand) 19–30 2008–09 175.9 New Zealand Adult Nutrition Survey 2008–09

Kazakhstan �200 18 2002–04 175.6 (m) Estimate (based on Facchini et al., 2007)

Lebanon 343 20–30 2009 175.5 � 6.6 Naja et al. (2011) (pers. communication)

Algeriab 55 18 2010–11 174.6 � 6.6 Musaiger et al. (2012) (pers. communication)

Israel (Israeli-born only) 1845 20–25 2010 174.5 IDF (R. Kayouf—pers. communication)

South Korea ns 20 2005 174.3 Moon (2011)

Tunisiac 456 18–20 2005 174.2 � 7.4 Aounallah-Skhiri et al. (2008) (B. Maire—pers. comm.)

Fiji 289 18 2007–08 174.1 Swinburn et al. (2011) (P. Kremer—pers. comm.)

Samoa 186 24–30 2010 173.9 � 5.2 Hawley et al. (2014) (S. McGarvey—pers. comm.)

United Arab Emirates (Dubai) 164 17–19 2009–11 173.5 � 7.5 Al-Hazzaa et al. (2011) (pers. comm.)

Palestine (incl. Gaza) 197 17–19 2013 173.5 � 7.0 PMS survey (2013) (A. Aburub—pers. comm.)

Iran ns 21–25 2001–05 173.4 Haghdoost et al. (2008)

Libya (Derna; northeast) 108 18–30 2014 172.9 � 7.0 T. Elhisadi (pers. communication)

Bahrain 146 17–19 2009–11 172.5 � 10.5 Al-Hazzaa et al. (2011) (pers. comm.)

Taiwand 199 18–30 2003–08 172.3 A weighted mean of 2 samples

China 3853 19 2010 172.1 China: General Administration of Sport

Kuwait 111 20–24 2006 172.1 Kuwait STEPS 2006

Japan 1512 20–24 2006 172.1 � 5.7 Japan: Official Statistics

Qatare 713 18–44 2012 171.7 Qatar STEPS 2012

China: Hong-Kong 468 18 2005–06 171.7 � 5.5 So et al. (2008)

Morocco 3005 18–24 2011 171.7 K. El Rhazi—pers. communication

Singapore ns 21–25 2010 171.5 Ministry of Health (pers. communication)

Kyrgyzstan 20–24 2012 171.3 Estimate (based on Kyrgyzstan DHS 2012)

Uzbekistan 602 20–25 2002 171.1 � 5.6 Uzbekistan DHS 2002 (pers. comm.)

Syria (Aleppo) 229 18–25 2004 171.0 � 7.3 Fouad et al. (2006) (pers. comm.)

Turkmenistan 20–24 2000 170.9 Estimate (based on Turkmenistan DHS 2000)

Jordan 181 18–29 2009–10 170.9 � 7.0 Y. S. Khader–pers. communication

Iraq 603 25–34 2006 170.9 Iraq STEPS 2006

Egypt 845 20–24 2008 170.3 El-Zanaty and Way (2009)

Tajikistan 20–24 2012 170.1 Estimate (based on Tajikistan DHS 2012)

Saudi Arabia (Al Ula + Taif) 646 20–30 2005–07 169.9 � 7.5 Taha et al. (2009)

Fed. St. of Micronesia (Chuuk) 174 25–34 2006 169.9 FSM (Chuuk): STEPS 2006

Kiribati 163 25–34 2004 169.8 Kiribati STEPS 2004

Guam 59 18–30 2011–12 169.8 � 8.6 Y. C. Paulino—pers. communication

Oman (Muscat City) 224 17–19 2009–11 169.6 � 7.8 Al-Hazzaa et al. (2011) (pers. comm.)

Mongoliaf 400 15–24 2009 168.2 Mongolia STEPS 2009

Afghanistan 18–29 2010 167.9 Estimate (based on Afghanistan MICS4 2010)

Vanuatu 698 25–34 2011 167.8 Vanuatu STEPS 2011

Pakistan 20–24 2012–13 167.8 Estimate (based on Pakistan DHS 2012–13)

Thailand 855 20–30 2009 167.6 Aekplakorn et al., 2014 (pers. communication)

Malaysia 823 18–19 2006 167.5 Malaysia NHMS 2006 (C.C. Kee—pers. comm.)

Solomon Islands 263 25–34 2005 167.4 Solomon Islands STEPS 2005

Brunei 473 20–25 2009–11 166.9 � 6.0 Z. Bin Kamis—pers. communication

Maldives (Malé)f 244 15–24 2011 166.1 Maldives STEPS 2011

North Korea (refugees) 520 20–27 2000–07 165.6 � 5.8 Pak et al. (2011)

Sri Lanka 312 18–29 2005–06 165.6 � 7.1 Ranasinghe et al. (2011)

India 21,394 20–29 2005–06 165.2 � 6.9 Mamidi et al. (2011)

Vietnam ns 22–26 2009 164.4 Vietnam: General nutrition survey 2009–10

Marshall Islands 177 25–34 2002 164.1 Marshall Islands STEPS 2002

Indonesia 1275 20–25 2007–08 163.9 Sohn (2015) (pers. communication)

Myanmar/Burma 619 25–34 2009 163.9 Myanmar STEPS 2009

Bhutan (Thimphu City) 255 25–34 2007 163.8 Bhutan STEPS 2007

Philippines ns 20–29 2011 163.8 FNRI 2011 (G. Gironella–pers. comm.)

Laos (Vientiane City) 370 25–34 2008 163.6 Laos STEPS 2008

Yemen 374 20–25 2005–06 163.1 � 10.4 Yemen—Household Budget Survey Project (2013)

Papua New Guinea 334 25–34 2008–09 163.1 PNG STEPS 2008–09 (P. van Maaren—pers. comm.)

Nepalf 286 15–29 2012–13 163.0 Nepal STEPS 2012–13

Bangladesh 1172 25–34 2010 162.7 Bangladesh STEPS 2010

Cambodia 526 25–34 2010 162.4 Cambodia STEPS 2010

Timor-Leste 713 20–29 2003 161.6 � 5.5 Timor-Leste DHS 2003 (M. Dibley—pers. comm.)

Notes: A complete list of references is included in the Appendix.

ns = nationwide survey. The precise number of measured subjects is unknown.
a A smaller, but somewhat more actual sample of young men aged 18–30 years (n = 94), measured in 2002–2003, reached 175.6 cm (Keighley et al., 2006;

S. McGarvey—pers. communication).
b A sample of Algerian farmers coming mainly from the region of Oued Souf, northeastern Algeria (age below 25 years, n = 143) measured by Mokdad

(2002) reached 175.7 cm. Farmers made up ca. 23% of the Algerian population of that time.
c The true average height was 173.4 cm, but the authors recommended to use a mean corrected for the socioeconomic characteristics of the sample.
d A weighted mean of two samples: (1) Huang and Malina (2010): 172.4 cm (age 18 years, n = 100) measured in 2003; (2) Taiwanese Ministry of Health

(personal communication): Nutrition and Health Survey in Taiwan from 2005 to 2008: 172.2 cm (age 19–30 years, n = 99).
e This value concerns 18–44 year olds, but it is higher than the height of 18-year old boys (170.8 cm; n = 258) in Bener and Kamal (2005), measured in

2003–2004.
f The youngest age category included 15–24 year olds, which must undoubtedly underestimate the actual height of young adult men, but the mean was

still higher than in 25–34 year olds.
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om the statistics of life expectancy, mean and expected
ears of schooling, and the GDP per capita by PPP.

To obtain the most precise results, we extended the
eriod, for which the average values of nutritional and
ociodemographic data were calculated (from 2000 up to
993), but this required the elimination of Montenegro from
e European sample, because many key data from
ontenegro would be missing. A further historical extension
efore 1993) was not possible, because many statistics from
e disintegrated countries of the former Communist bloc

ave been available only since 1993. The information on the
DP and health expenditure has been complete since 1995.

The average daily protein consumption, children’s
ortality, total fertility and urbanization were therefore

omputed for the period 1993–2009 and the GDP and health
xpenditure for 1995–2009. The data of the Gini index were
omputed as averages of all the available values from
990 to 2013. Considering that the historical HDI data were
ften incomplete, only the HDI values from 2011 were used.
his limitation should not pose a problem, because HDI
alues largely summarize the societal development in the
ear past. Furthermore, the use of the HDI from 2011 en-
bled a mutual comparison with the newly introduced
nequality-adjusted HDI’ (IHDI), which takes the demo-
raphic variance in the HDI indicators into account.

Altogether, information was collected on male height
om 106 countries (including Montenegro), on urbaniza-
on from 105 countries, on total fertility from 102 countries,
n children’s mortality from 101 countries, on the HDI from
00 countries, on health expenditure from 97 countries, on
e GDP from 96 countries, on protein consumption from

3 countries, but on the Gini index only from 80 countries.
ll the data were available for 72 countries.

.3. Collection of genetic data

For the genetic comparison, we use frequencies of Y
aplogroups (male lineages)9. Y haplogroups usually show

 more refined geographical pattern than mtDNA hap-
groups (female lineages), because males rarely leave
eir ‘clan’ (Rosser et al., 2000). This is also evident from
e fact that the distribution of Y haplogroups correlates
ith certain language groups10. Therefore, it is more likely

that Y haplogroups will be associated with the prevalence
of certain physical traits, because they mostly evolved
within separate patrilocal communities. As shown by the
results of our previous study, typical European Y hap-
logroups correlate quite strongly both with male height
and with the prevalence of lactose tolerance. The
relationship between the combined frequency of Y
haplogroups I-M170 & R1b-U106 and male height in
34 countries reached r = 0.75 (p < 0.001). It is true that a
recent study by Robinson et al. (2015) attributed only 24%
of the height differences among 14 European countries to
genetic differences, but this percentage may be under-
estimated, because this study apparently used very low
height values of the whole male population and it did not
include any samples from the Western Balkans.

In the present study, two major regions with a relatively
high frequency of particular Y haplogroups are examined.
In North Africa and the Near East (including Turkey and the
Caucasian republics), six major Y haplogroups were
selected: E1b1b1a1-M78 (E1b-M78), E1b1b1b1a-M81
(E1b-M81), G-M201, J1-M267, J2-M172 and R1a-M420.
Data on the frequency of these Y haplogroups were
available from 21 countries (Appendix Table 2a). Only
representative information on Bahrain and Israel was
missing. In South, Southeast & East Asia and Oceania, four Y
haplogroups were selected: O1-MSY2.2, O2-P31, O2a-PK4
and O3-M122 (Appendix Table 2b). Data from this region
are still quite scarce and often confined to specific areas or
tribal groups; hence information from 8 out of 35 targeted
countries was missing.

Data on the phenotypic prevalence of lactose tolerance
are taken from three main sources: the Global Lactase
Persistence Association Database, Ingram et al. (2009) and
Flatz and Rotthauwe (1977). Only studies incorporating
�50 individuals were used, which limited the number of
countries to 20 (see Appendix Table 3). When combined
with the countries examined in our previous study, the
prevalence of lactose tolerance was available for 47 coun-
tries.

2.4. Statistical analyses

Statistical analyses were conducted by the software
Statistica 12. A standard comparison via Pearson linear
correlations was performed between male height and all
the data that were available (Tables 2 and 3a–3b). Because
complete information was not available for all the
countries, the number of countries differed from variable
to variable. To make the results comparable, we undertook
an additional, separate analysis with only 72 countries, for
which all the information was available (Table 3b and
Appendix Table 4). These 72 countries were also subse-
quently used in a multiple regression. The drawback of this
limited sample was the complete absence of Oceania and
many Muslim countries. Therefore, an additional regres-
sion analysis with 83 countries (without the Gini index)
was performed, but as we will show below, there were only
small differences in the results. More sophisticated
statistical procedures such as the use of instrumental
variables were also considered, but we failed to find a
variable that would be useful for such models.

9 Y haplogroups are defined by a specific mutation—SNP (single

ucleotide polymorphism)—on the male chromosome Y, which is passed

om father to son. In 2002, the Y Chromosome Consortium introduced a

nified nomenclature, which currently distinguishes 20 major Y hap-

groups designated with letters from A to T. The last big revision of this

stem was conducted in 2008. (See Karafet et al., 2008) A combination of

tters with numerals defines various sub-branches (e.g. R1b1a2). With

gard to the discoveries of new SNPs and the incessantly changing

aplogroup trees, a combination of the existing nomenclature with the

ecific mutation (e.g. R1b1a2-M269) prevents possible confusion.
0 In Western Eurasia, a clear geographical relationship can be found

etween N-M231 and Uralic languages (Mirabal et al., 2009), J1-M267 and

emitic languages (Chiaroni et al., 2010), R1a-Z93 and Indo-Iranian languages

nderhill et al., 2015), or between certain Y-haplogroups and local language

milies in the Caucasus (Balanovsky et al., 2011). A similar situation emerges

 East Asia, where the frequency of O1a-M119 is apparently tied with

ustronesian and Tai-Kadai languages, O2a1-M95 to Austroasiatic languages,

3-M122 to Hmong-Mien and Chinese-Tibetan languages (Van Driem, 2011),

nd O2b-M176 to Koreans and Japanese (Kim et al., 2011).
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 Results

. Distribution of male height

The data collected from 61 countries/regions are
mmarized in Table 1 and the geographical comparison

 all 106 countries is displayed in Fig. 1. The range of
lues is very wide, from 161.6 cm in Timor-Leste up to
3.8 cm in the Netherlands (22.2 cm). Very tall statures
ove 180 cm are typical only of Europe, especially the
eas with the highest frequency of Y-haplogroups I-M170,
b-U106 and R1a-M42011, and the highest quality of
trition. The lowest values (below 165 cm) can be found

 Yemen and Southeast Asia (Timor-Leste, Cambodia,
ngladesh etc.). Highly developed countries in East Asia
pan, Singapore, South Korea, Taiwan), China and Muslim
untries in North Africa and the Near East are positioned
ughly in the middle, with heights fluctuating around
0 cm.
The Lebanese (175.5 cm) and most likely even the people

 Kazakhstan (ca. 175.6 cm) are by far the tallest in Asia.
mewhat surprisingly, the average height in highly-

developed Israel (174.5 cm) is shorter than that in Lebanon,
and this is true even after the exclusion of 19-year old
recruits, who were sons of recent immigrants and were not
born in Israel. The small sample of Algerians (174.6 cm) is
the tallest in North Africa. However, their stature is still only
comparable to that of the shortest nations of Europe.
Remarkably, it is Polynesians, who reach the highest values
among the 61 new samples, more specifically the inhabi-
tants of French Polynesia (178.6 cm)12, Tonga (176.7 cm)13

and American Samoa (175.9 cm)14.
Marked geographical changes in male stature are hidden

in the national averages of the largest countries—China and
India. Zhang and Wang (2011) recently analysed data from
the nationwide health survey in China (2005) and found that
the height in 30 Chinese provinces (except Tibet) ranged
from 165.6 cm for men in rural areas of the Guizhou province
to 175.4 cm for men in urban areas of the Liaoning province.
If the data from urban and rural areas from this study are
pooled, the tallest statures can generally be found in

ble 2

rrelations between male height and socioeconomic variables, depending on the number of examined countries (n).

Individual correlations All variables combined

n Mean SD r p n Mean SD r p

urope

Human Development Index (2011) 44 0.83 0.08 0.57 0.000 43 0.83 0.08 0.60 0.000
GDP 1995–2009 44 19,328 11,394 0.44 0.003 43 19,602 11,382 0.48 0.001
Health exp. 1995–2009 44 1,630 1,265 0.41 0.006 43 1,654 1,269 0.44 0.003
Urbanization 1993–2009 44 68.0 13.2 0.34 0.023 43 68.4 13.1 0.38 0.012
Total fertility 1993–2009 43 1.6 0.3 �0.26 0.09 43 1.6 0.3 �0.26 0.09

Gini index 1990–2013 44 31.8 5.4 �0.36 0.017 43 31.8 5.4 �0.37 0.015
Children’s mortality 1993–2009 44 13.2 12.3 �0.63 0.000 43 13.2 12.5 �0.64 0.000

sia, Oceania, North Africa

Human Development Index (2011) 56 0.66 0.13 0.67 0.000 32 0.65 0.13 0.74 0.000
Urbanization 1993–2009 61 51.9 26.4 0.55 0.000 32 45.5 23.4 0.73 0.000
Health exp. 1995–2009 53 416 519 0.40 0.003 32 331 509 0.48 0.006
GDP 1995–2009 52 14,820 21,555 0.28 0.041 32 7,896 9,615 0.47 0.006
Gini index 1990–2013 36 38.7 6.0 �0.04 0.80 32 38.6 5.6 �0.13 0.49

Total fertility 1993–2009 59 3.3 1.3 �0.31 0.017 32 3.0 1.1 �0.53 0.002
Children’s mortality 1993–2009 57 45.3 32.0 �0.59 0.000 32 51.5 32.4 �0.57 0.001

otal sample

Human Development Index (2011) 100 0.73 0.13 0.80 0.000 75 0.75 0.13 0.85 0.000
Health exp. 1995–2009 97 966 1,110 0.60 0.000 75 58.6 21.4 0.74 0.000
Urbanization 1993–2009 105 58.6 23.2 0.58 0.000 75 1,090 1,207 0.62 0.000
GDP 1995–2009 96 16,886 17,700 0.30 0.003 75 14,607 12,092 0.62 0.000
Gini index 1990–2013 80 34.9 6.6 �0.51 0.000 75 34.7 6.4 �0.54 0.000
Total fertility 1993–2009 102 2.6 1.3 �0.64 0.000 75 2.2 1.0 �0.75 0.000
Children’s mortality 1993–2009 101 31.3 29.9 �0.73 0.000 75 29.5 29.9 �0.78 0.000

te: Statistically significant correlations (p < 0.05) are in bold.

R1a-M420 frequencies have a curvilinear relationship to height in

rope, but the genetic legacy of R1a populations is apparently clouded

 the genetic drift of the Uralic marker N1c-M46 in Estonia, Latvia and

huania. After its exclusion from the local Y haplogroup pool, R1a

quencies rise dramatically (from 38.9% to 66.5% in Latvia) and can

12 The sample from French Polynesia (3467 persons aged 18–64 years)

included 72.4% Polynesians, 14.0% ‘mixed’and only 8.7% Europeans.

However, the ethnic composition in the age category 18–24 years was not

specified.
13 The final report of the Tonga STEPS survey (http://www.who.int/chp/

steps/2004_TongaSTEPSReport.pdf?ua=1) states that Polynesians make

up 98% of the population.
14 According to the 2000 census, quoted in the final report of the STEPS
plain the striking tallness of the Baltic males. See our previous study

rasgruber et al., 2014).

survey 2004, the inhabitants of American Samoa consist of 92.9% native

Pacific Islanders, 2.9% Asians, 1.2% whites and 2.8% mixed.

http://www.who.int/chp/steps/2004_TongaSTEPSReport.pdf?ua=1
http://www.who.int/chp/steps/2004_TongaSTEPSReport.pdf?ua=1
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ortheastern provinces around the Yellow Sea such as
eijing (174.5 cm), Liaoning and Shandong (both 174.2 cm),
hile small statures are typical of southern regions,

articularly the provinces of Chongqing (167.1 cm) and
uizhou (166.5 cm) (see Appendix Fig. 1).

The geographical changes of male stature in India are
omparably large. According to the most recent Indian
ationwide survey (NFHS 2005–2006; Mamidi et al.,
011), the highest male averages in the age category
0–29 years were documented in northwestern states—
unjab (168.4 cm), Haryana (168.1 cm) and Jammu and
ashmir (168.0 cm). The shortest statures are typical of
ortheastern states—Meghalaya (157.5 cm), Sikkim
60.0 cm) and Arunachal Pradesh (161.0 cm) (Appendix

ig. 2)15.

3.2. GDP per capita

The correlations of male height with the GDP per
capita and other socioeconomic indicators are summa-
rized in Table 2. Although the growing GDP per capita
has been the fundamental trigger of the positive height
trend during the last century, it fails to be a good
correlate of male height in 96 countries (r = 0.30;
p = 0.003) (Fig. 2). This is primarily due to two reasons:
First, as we showed in our previous study, the relation-
ship between height and GDP in Europe was distorted by
the historical division into the ‘‘Western’’ and ‘‘Commu-
nist’’ blocs. Communist countries lagged behind in terms
of economic development, but historically, the wealthi-
est of them were characterized by a diet associated with
tall statures, which is based on milk products, pork and
fish. In contrast, the dietary customs in some ‘‘Western’’
countries such as Portugal, Spain, Italy and Greece were
different and only began to change in a similar way
during the most recent decades. Second, the high GDP
per capita in Muslim oil superpowers, as well as in the
wealthy countries of East Asia, is not accompanied by

able 3a

earson linear correlations between male height and nutrition (daily protein consumption in grams and daily total energy intake, after FAOSTAT 1993–

009), sorted by r-values. Statistically significant correlations (p < 0.05) are in bold. Only protein sources with a mean daily intake � 0.5 g protein/day in the

tal sample (93 countries) were included.

EUROPE (44 countries) Asia, Oceania, North Africa (49 countries)

Daily mean SD r p-value Daily mean SD r p-value

‘HC PROTEINS’ 39.4 10.6 0.58 0.000 TOTAL PROTEIN 73.0 17.6 0.71 0.000
Milk products (dairy) total 18.5 5.6 0.50 0.001 Total energy (kcal) 2,646 432 0.70 0.000
Cheese 6.9 4.7 0.49 0.001 ‘HC PROTEINS’ 13.8 8.3 0.67 0.000
ANIMAL PROTEIN 52.3 16.5 0.49 0.001 Wheat 20.0 14.2 0.62 0.000
Pork 8.1 4.6 0.45 0.002 Beef 3.3 2.9 0.56 0.000
Fish total 2.9 2.2 0.39 0.009 Meat total 12.0 8.8 0.56 0.000
Meat total 22.9 8.9 0.37 0.014 Milk products (dairy) total 6.3 5.3 0.55 0.000
Pelagic marine fish 2.0 1.9 0.34 0.025 ANIMAL PROTEIN 27.3 15.9 0.53 0.000
Eggs 3.2 1.0 0.32 0.032 Vegetables total 3.1 2.0 0.50 0.000
TOTAL PROTEIN 95.6 14.4 0.30 0.051 Poultry 4.7 5.4 0.46 0.001
Freshwater fish 0.7 0.7 0.29 0.053 Milk 4.2 4.1 0.46 0.001
Fish & Seafood 5.4 5.0 0.29 0.054 Cheese 1.0 1.9 0.46 0.001
Total energy (kcal) 3,153 343 0.28 0.062 Eggs 1.6 1.4 0.43 0.002
Beef 6.3 3.1 0.23 0.13 Potatoes 0.9 0.9 0.43 0.002
Potatoes 3.3 1.4 0.18 0.24 Fruits 1.0 0.7 0.41 0.003
Oilcrops 0.8 0.6 0.15 0.33 PLANT PROTEIN 45.7 10.3 0.38 0.007
Offals 2.1 1.2 0.14 0.38 Treenuts 0.4 0.6 0.37 0.009
Poultry 6.5 3.3 0.10 0.53 Offals 1.1 0.9 0.35 0.015
Treenuts 0.6 0.4 0.04 0.80 Mutton & Goat meat 1.9 2.8 0.33 0.022
Maize 2.1 3.7 �0.06 0.72 Cereals total 33.3 9.8 0.18 0.23

Mutton & Goat meat 1.4 2.0 �0.06 0.71 Oilcrops 2.1 2.2 0.06 0.67

Fruits 1.2 0.4 �0.06 0.68 Legumes (incl. soy) 3.5 2.7 0.04 0.77

Legumes (incl. soy) 1.8 1.4 �0.07 0.66 Legumes 2.8 2.2 0.04 0.77

Legumes 1.7 1.4 �0.10 0.52 Pork 1.6 2.2 0.04 0.81

Milk 9.1 4.0 �0.12 0.45 Pelagic marine fish 2.9 5.3 0.02 0.89

RICE & LEGUMES 2.6 1.6 �0.19 0.21 Fish & Seafood 6.2 8.3 �0.03 0.85

Rice 0.8 0.5 �0.34 0.025 Fish total 4.8 6.7 �0.09 0.56

Vegetables total 3.6 1.3 �0.36 0.018 Maize 2.1 3.3 �0.35 0.014
PLANT PROTEIN 43.3 8.2 �0.46 0.002 Freshwater fish 0.8 1.2 �0.41 0.003
Cereals total 29.8 7.5 �0.56 0.000 RICE & LEGUMES 12.9 9.3 �0.63 0.000
Wheat 24.9 7.6 �0.68 0.000 Rice 10.1 9.1 �0.65 0.000

bbreviation: HC PROTEINS = ‘Highly correlated proteins’.

ote: Statistically significant correlations (p < 0.05) are in bold. The item ‘Highly correlated proteins’ includes proteins from milk products, eggs, pork & beef

eat and potatoes. The item‘Fish total’ includes ‘pelagic (marine) fish’, ‘freshwater fish’ and ‘other marine fish’.

5 In religious groups, the tallest men can be found among the Sikhs and

ins (170.0 cm), while Christians are the shortest (163.8 cm). The

atures of Hindus (165.1 cm), Muslims (165.3 cm) and Buddhists

64.3 cm) are close to the Indian average.
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e same type of nutrition or public expenses on
althcare that we find in the tallest nations. This will

 the subject of the upcoming paragraphs in this
ction.

. Health expenditure per capita

Health expenditure turns out to be a much better
rrelate of male height than the GDP (r = 0.60; p < 0.001 in

 countries) (Appendix Fig. 3). This is mainly due to the fact
at the public health expenses in Muslim oil superpowers
e much lower than their GDP would predict and are more
 line with the unimpressive height of the local young men.
ch a striking discrepancy points to a strongly uneven
distribution of yields from the oil industry.

. Children’s mortality under five years

The most significant socioeconomic factor out of the
 that we examined in our previous study is again

children’s mortality (r = �0.73; p < 0.001 in 101 coun-
tries) (Fig. 3). This result remains valid even in the sample
of 72 countries, for which all the data were available
(r = �0.78; p < 0.001) (Table 2). The range of values is
enormous, from �4 in Finland, Iceland, Singapore and
Sweden up to 132 deaths/1000 live births in Afghanistan.
Interestingly, the low children’s mortality rate in tropical
Asia, East Asia and Muslim oil superpowers has no
influence on the stature of local males.

3.5. Total fertility

Total fertility (r = �0.64; p < 0.001 in 102 countries)
follows children’s mortality as the second strongest
socioeconomic correlate (Fig. 4). Although total fertility
plays only a marginal role in Europe (r = �0.26; p = 0.09),
where fertility rates are almost unanimously very low, it
reaches statistical significance in the global context,
because the fertility level in developing countries is still
high. It is logical to assume that the lower the number of

ble 3b

arson linear correlations between male height, nutrition (daily protein consumption in grams and daily total energy intake, FAOSTAT 1993–2009) and

ioeconomic factors, sorted by r-values. Statistically significant correlations (p < 0.05) are in bold. Only protein sources with a mean intake � 0.5 g

tein/day were included.

utrition (93 countries) All examined variables (72 countries)

Daily mean SD r p-value Mean SD r p-value

HIGHLY CORR. PROTEINS’ 25.9 16.0 0.85 0.000 ‘HIGHLY CORR. PROTEINS’ 29.3 16.0 0.85 0.000
ilk products (dairy) total 12.1 8.2 0.79 0.000 Human Development Index (2011) 0.76 0.13 0.84 0.000

OTAL PROTEIN 83.7 19.7 0.74 0.000 Milk products (dairy) total 13.8 8.2 0.80 0.000
NIMAL PROTEIN 39.2 20.4 0.73 0.000 TOTAL PROTEIN 86.4 19.6 0.77 0.000
otal energy (kcal) 2,886 466 0.73 0.000 ANIMAL PROTEIN 41.3 20.9 0.76 0.000
heese 3.8 4.5 0.69 0.000 Urbanization 1993–2009 59.1 20.2 0.75 0.000
otatoes 2.1 1.7 0.68 0.000 Total energy (kcal) 2,949 453 0.74 0.000
eat total 17.2 10.4 0.66 0.000 Cheese 4.5 4.9 0.69 0.000

ggs 2.4 1.4 0.64 0.000 Potatoes 2.4 1.7 0.69 0.000
ork 4.7 4.8 0.63 0.000 Eggs 2.6 1.5 0.67 0.000
eef 4.7 3.3 0.59 0.000 Meat total 17.9 10.6 0.67 0.000
ilk 6.5 4.7 0.54 0.000 GDP per capita 1995–2009 14,497 11,571 0.66 0.000
ffals 1.5 1.2 0.47 0.000 Pork 5.4 4.9 0.62 0.000
oultry 5.5 4.6 0.38 0.000 Health exp. per capita 1995–2009 1,114 1,221 0.62 0.000
heat 22.3 11.7 0.35 0.001 Beef 5.1 3.3 0.55 0.000

reenuts 0.5 0.5 0.29 0.006 Milk 7.3 4.9 0.47 0.000
egetables total 3.3 1.7 0.28 0.007 Poultry 5.3 4.3 0.45 0.000
ruits 1.1 0.6 0.28 0.008 Offals 1.7 1.2 0.41 0.000
utton & Goat meat 1.6 2.5 0.05 0.62 Treenuts 0.5 0.4 0.40 0.001

ish & Seafood 5.8 6.9 �0.01 0.92 Fruits 1.0 0.5 0.30 0.010
LANT PROTEIN 44.6 9.4 �0.02 0.85 Vegetables total 3.4 1.6 0.27 0.021
elagic marine fish 2.5 4.1 �0.04 0.68 Wheat 23.8 11.6 0.27 0.022
aize 2.1 3.5 �0.15 0.16 Pelagic marine fish 1.9 2.2 0.14 0.23

ish total 3.9 5.2 �0.15 0.16 Fish & Seafood 5.2 5.1 0.14 0.24

ereals total 31.6 9.0 �0.18 0.08 Mutton & Goat meat 1.5 2.5 0.01 0.92

reshwater fish 0.7 1.0 �0.21 0.047 Fish total 3.2 2.8 �0.04 0.74

egumes 2.3 1.9 �0.22 0.038 Maize 2.1 3.4 �0.08 0.51

ilcrops 1.5 1.8 �0.24 0.020 PLANT PROTEIN 45.1 9.7 �0.08 0.48

egumes (incl. soy) 2.7 2.3 �0.28 0.007 Oilcrops 1.2 1.6 �0.17 0.15

ice 5.7 8.0 �0.74 0.000 Legumes 2.0 1.6 �0.25 0.038
ICE & LEGUMES 8.0 8.5 �0.75 0.000 Legumes (incl. soy) 2.4 2.0 �0.30 0.009

Freshwater fish 0.9 1.0 �0.31 0.009
Cereals total 32.7 9.0 �0.31 0.008
Gini index 1990–2013 34.2 6.1 �0.51 0.000
Total fertility 1993–2009 2.2 1.0 �0.73 0.000
Rice 5.0 8.5 �0.75 0.000
Children’s mortality 1993–2009 28.5 29.2 �0.77 0.000
RICE & LEGUMES 7.0 8.8 �0.77 0.000

te: Statistically significant correlations (p < 0.05) are in bold. The item ‘Highly correlated proteins’ includes proteins from milk products, eggs, pork & beef

at and potatoes. The item ‘Fish total’ includes ‘pelagic (marine) fish’, ‘freshwater fish’ and ‘other marine fish’.



Fig. 1. Distribution of male height in the examined areas (including regional differences in China and India). Source: See Table 1 and Appendix Table 1.

Fig. 2. Correlation between male height in 96 countries and the average annual (log) GDP per capita by purchasing power parity (PPP), in current

international USD (period 1995–2009).
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ildren per family, the higher the financial expendi-
res per child would be, and hence the living conditions

 the children would improve. Again, it is noteworthy
at this assumption does not apply so well to tropical
d East Asia, where the birth rates are similarly low or
en lower than those in Europe, but the difference in
dy height is still 10–20 cm. On the other hand, the

rth rates in Muslim oil superpowers are unusually high
r the standards seen in developed countries, reaching
most 4.0 in Oman and Saudi Arabia, and exceeding
her Arab countries with a substantially lower GDP.
is could serve as further indirect evidence that their

gh GDP does not translate into adequately high living
andards for most of the population and/or the degree

 societal development.

. Urbanization (% of urban population)

The correlation between urbanization and height is
ost as strong as in the case of total fertility (r = 0.58;

 0.001 in 105 countries) (Appendix Fig. 4). In general,
e highest rates of urbanization are typical of Europe,
uslim countries and the highly developed countries of

East Asia, but they have a much weaker correlation with
height in the latter two.

3.7. Gini index

The Gini index, as the indicator of social inequality, does
not show any statistical relationship with height in non-
European countries (r = �0.04; p = 0.80), because the levels
of social inequality are universally very high. This factor
reaches significance only in Europe (r = �0.36; p = 0.017)
and in the total sample of 80 countries (r = �0.51; p < 0.001)
(Appendix Fig. 5). The Gini index tends to decrease with a
growing GDP per capita (r = �0.29; p = 0.010), and countries
in tropical Asia and Central Asia are the most affected by the
combination of extreme poverty and deep social inequality
(Appendix Fig. 6). It is symptomatic that data on the Gini
index are not available from wealthy oil superpowers such
as Saudi Arabia, Kuwait or Bahrain.

3.8. Human development index (HDI)

This comparison proved to be a very interesting
addition to our analysis, because it shows one of the

. 3. Correlation between male height in 101 countries and the average annual children’s mortality under 5 years, per 1000 live births (period 1993–2009).
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ighest correlations with male height (r = 0.80;
 < 0.001 in 100 countries) (Fig. 5). Height and the HDI
eem to be largely interchangeable as indicators of human
ell-being. They are both related to the GDP per capita.
igh life expectancy is a factor that reflects the quality of
ealthcare and nutrition. Furthermore, better education of
omen translates into a lower fertility rate (Basu, 2002).

The relationship between male height and the IHDI
nequality-adjusted HDI) (r = 0.87; p < 0.001 in 72 coun-
ies) (Appendix Fig. 7) is even stronger than in the case of
e HDI, but if we consider only this sample of 72 countries,
r which both these indicators are available, we find no

ifference in r-values. The difference between the HDI and
e IHDI (a benchmark for social equality) is a good

orrelate of male height as well (r = �0.64; p < 0.001)
ppendix Fig. 8).

.9. Nutrition

Because our present study incorporated FAOSTAT data
om a longer period of time (1993–2009), it is not surprising
at the correlation coefficients in our European sample of

4 countries are often higher (Table 3a). Three additional
rotein sources (meat total, pelagic marine fish, eggs) reach
ignificance and the position of milk products as key

stimulators of physical growth is further strengthened
(r = 0.50; p < 0.001). As already mentioned in our previous
study, these findings have a very solid rationale, because
milk products, red meat, eggs and some species of fish have
the highest protein quality out of all common foods.

The situation in 49 non-European countries is very
different. The main correlate of height is not protein
quality, but total protein consumption (protein quantity)
(r = 0.71; p < 0.001). Fig. 6 shows that total protein
consumption in tropical Asia and some other countries
such as Tajikistan, Iraq, Afghanistan or the Solomon Islands
is extremely low. The main socioeconomic factor boosting
total protein intake in 72 countries is the HDI (r = 0.81;
p < 0.001), followed by urbanization (r = 0.78; p < 0.001)
and the GDP per capita (r = 0.76; p < 0.001). When these
variables were assessed individually and the number of
countries examined was thus greater, the association
between total protein and GDP per capita in 85 countries
decreased (r = 0.65; p < 0.001), because Muslim oil super-
powers such as the UAE, Kuwait and Brunei emerged as
striking outliers that consume less protein than their high
GDP would predict (Appendix Fig. 10a). With the increas-
ing consumption of total protein, there are large differ-
ences in height at the same consumption level (10+ cm),
which points to the importance of protein quality.

Fig. 4. Correlation between male height in 102 countries and the average annual total fertility per woman (period 1993–2009).
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Other highly significant nutritional correlates of male
ture in 49 non-European countries are total energy

take (r = 0.70; p < 0.001) (Appendix Fig. 9), rice protein
= �0.65; p < 0.001) and wheat protein (r = 0.62;

 0.001) (Fig. 7). Rice is the main source of protein in
pical Asia (particularly in Laos, Cambodia and
ngladesh; >30 g/day), which is where we encounter
tremely small height means of �162–168 cm. The level

 rice protein consumption is quite high even in Japan,
ina and both North and South Korea (>10 g/day).
markably, wheat protein correlates with male stature
gatively in Europe (r = �0.68; p < 0.001), but positively
tside Europe.
When rice consumption decreases, wheat consumption

creases (Appendix Fig. 11a) and so do the values of male
ture (Fig. 7 and Appendix Fig. 11b). The intake of total
ergy and total protein increases as well. The positive
ight tendencies tied to the increasing consumption rates

 wheat reach a peak of �174 cm in Muslim countries of
rth Africa and the Near East (Turkey, Tunisia, Azerbai-
). The consumption of vegetables and legumes in this

gion is very high as well and the proportion of animal
oteins is moderate. As a result, some of these countries
urkey, Egypt, Morocco) consume the largest amounts of
ant protein in the world (Appendix Fig. 12).

In taller nations, the intake of total protein and total
energy is no longer rising fundamentally, but plant
proteins are substituted by animal proteins (particularly
dairy proteins) (Appendix Fig. 13). Consequently, the
relationship between most plant proteins and male height
is curvilinear (Appendix Fig. 12), similar to that between
GDP per capita and plant protein (Appendix Fig. 10b).

The animal protein intake in 72 countries rises very
strongly with the HDI (r = 0.89; p < 0.001) and GDP per
capita (r = 0.87; p < 0.001). Muslim oil superpowers
consume much less animal protein than their high GDP
per capita predicts, which again decreases the r-values,
when 85 countries are considered (r = 0.67; p < 0.001)
(Appendix Fig. 10c). The intake of protein from milk
products (dairy proteins) emerges as the most significant
nutritional correlate of stature not only in Europe, but in all
93 countries examined in this study (r = 0.79; p < 0.001)
(Table 3b; Appendix Fig. 14), followed by total protein
(r = 0.74; p < 0.001) and animal protein (r = 0.73;
p < 0.001). The most negative nutritional correlate in the
total sample is again rice (r = �0.74; p < 0.001).

Dairy proteins are most frequently consumed in the
Netherlands, Sweden and Finland (almost 30 g/day), while
in countries from the eastern half of Asia such as Cambodia,
Laos or North Korea, their intake is virtually zero.

Fig. 5. Correlation between male height in 100 countries and the values of the human development index (HDI) for 2011.
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emarkably, this low intake of milk products is in
ccordance with the low prevalence of lactose tolerance

 Southeast and East Asia (Appendix Fig. 15a) and the
idespread undernutrition in this region. These facts

onfirm the fundamental evolutionary significance of
ctose tolerance in a world, where the scarcity of valuable
utrients is an everyday reality16.

Similarly to our previous study, we tried to find ratios or
ombinations of protein intake that would further improve

e predictive power. The ratios between animal proteins
nd plant/cereal protein were not useful in this regard, but
ombinations of proteins were. Pork protein has the
iggest additive effect, when combined with dairy proteins

 = 0.82; p < 0.001), followed by protein from eggs
 = 0.81) and potatoes (r = 0.81). The correlation reaches

r = 0.84, when potatoes are added to dairy and pork. The
highest r-value (r = 0.85) was achieved via the combination
of proteins from dairy, pork, beef, eggs and potatoes
(‘highly correlated proteins’). The strength of this relation-
ship is visually impressive (Fig. 8). ‘Highly correlated
proteins’ are also the strongest correlate of male height
(r = 0.85), when all the nutritional and socioeconomic
variables from 72 countries are considered (Table 3b).

Interestingly, in this sample of 72 countries, ‘highly
correlated proteins’ are strongly associated with the HDI
(r = 0.82) and GDP per capita (r = 0.77; p < 0.001), but the
addition of wealthy Arab countries again decreases the
relationship with the GDP per capita very noticeably
(r = 0.49; p < 0.001) (Appendix Fig. 10d). While Europeans
often consume more of these proteins than their GDP per
capita would predict, wealthy, short-statured Muslims and
East Asians consume less. ‘Highly correlated proteins’ are
also strongly associated with lactose tolerance (r = 0.80;
p < 0.001), although in this case, the number of countries
was limited to only 44. The relationships of nutrition with
various socioeconomic factors and lactose tolerance are
presented in Appendix Tables 5a–5e.

These results confirm that red meat and eggs are the
most height-related components of the human diet after
milk, which primarily stems from the complete amino acid

Fig. 6. Correlation between male height in 93 countries and the average daily consumption of total protein (FAOSTAT, 1993–2009).

6 Ironically, the average intake of milk (1993–2009) in our European

mple of 27 countries does not correlate well with lactose tolerance

 = 0.17; p = 0.39), because the most developed countries have substitut-

d milk with cheese and other milk products (see further in the text). The

ighest intake of milk among all 93 countries can be found in Albania

25.1 kg/year per capita), Romania and Kazakhstan. This can also

xplain, why milk correlates slightly negatively with male stature in

urope, because it is virtually the only source of high-quality proteins in

ss developed countries, where height means are generally short.
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ectrum of their proteins (Appendix Table 6). Our
lculations show that at least in Europe and overseas,
e correlation of eight main food items with height
cords better with their amino acid scores based on the
der FAO standard 1985 than the newer FAO standard
07 (see Appendix Tables 7a and 7b). More concretely,
e new FAO standard 2007 produces relatively higher
ino acid scores for beef and fish, and a relatively lower
ino acid score for pork. This is mainly due to the marked

crease of tryptophan content in the new standard17. The
le of pork in our analysis is weakened because of its
sence from the diet of Muslim countries (Appendix Fig.
), but its statistical relationship with stature is still

stronger than that of beef and fish, when all 93 countries
are considered. Therefore, we think that in the light of the
admitted imperfection of the current amino acid scores18,
the results of our ecological study should be taken into
account seriously.

On the other hand, the significance of potatoes, even as
an independent item (r = 0.68; p < 0.001), is unexpected
because of the poor quality of potato proteins, their low
consumption rate and a very low ‘nutrient
density’19. Therefore, we cannot exclude that the correlation

ig. 7. Correlation between male height in 93 countries and the average daily consumption of protein from wheat and rice (FAOSTAT, 1993–2009).

The content of tryptophan in the 1985 standard (children aged 2–5

ars) was 11 mg/g of protein and decreased to 6.6 mg/g of protein in the

w 2007 standard (children aged 3–10 years). According to Heine et al.

95) ‘‘Low tryptophan serum concentrations when compared with

ilar values as observed in human milk feeding may reflect tryptophan

pletion states, which are probably of importance for whole body

tein synthesis and serotonin-related disturbances of the sleeping-

king-rhythm, appetite regulation and other serotonin-dependent

normalities in behavior." The content of tryptophan in human milk

 mg/g of protein) is higher than in any common food from the FAO

tabase that we examined (aside from seaweeds and some oil seeds).

18 The report of the FAO 2011 consultation (http://www.fao.org/ag/

humannutrition/35978-02317b979a686a57aa4593304ffc17f06.pdf) ex-

plicitly states that ‘‘there is a paucity of long-term prospective studies

examining health outcomes [of the proposed amino-acid scoring

patterns]".
19 According to the FAO database (http://www.fao.org/docrep/005/

AC854T/AC854T03.htm#chI.I), the amino acid score of potato protein is

only 0.76 with 89% digestibility, which produces PDCAAS score of

0.68. The protein in potato is also weakly concentrated (2.0 g/100 g),

which gives 13,412 kJ per 60 g of complete protein (acording to www.

nutridatabaze.cz). However, as already mentioned, out of all common

food items from the FAO database (http://www.fao.org/docrep/005/

AC854T/AC854T03.htm#chI.I), potato protein stands out as the best

source of tryptophan (amino acid score 1.50)—the rarest essential amino

acid in the human diet that is limiting in milk products, meat and fish. In
e closest common foods are potatoes (16.5 mg/g of protein),

ampignons (15.9 mg) and spinach (15.5 mg).

any case, the current rates of potato intake in 93 countries apparently do

not interfere with physical growth.

http://www.fao.org/ag/humannutrition/35978-02317b979a686a57aa4593304ffc17f06.pdf
http://www.fao.org/ag/humannutrition/35978-02317b979a686a57aa4593304ffc17f06.pdf
http://www.fao.org/docrep/005/AC854T/AC854T03.htm
http://www.fao.org/docrep/005/AC854T/AC854T03.htm
http://www.nutridatabaze.cz/
http://www.nutridatabaze.cz/
http://www.fao.org/docrep/005/AC854T/AC854T03.htm
http://www.fao.org/docrep/005/AC854T/AC854T03.htm
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etween potatoes and height is only spurious. Nevertheless,
 is visually quite persuasive (Appendix Fig. 18)
nd the rationale behind this finding deserves further
iscussion20.

In contrast with Europe, fish consumption does not
ontribute positively to male stature in the total sample of
3 countries (r = �0.15; p = 0.16) and freshwater fish even
orrelate slightly negatively (r = �0.21; p = 0.047). This
esult is largely deceptive, because fish consumption
hows some positive relationship with male height, when

e examined countries are divided according to regions
ppendix Fig. 19). In Southeast Asia, Japan and many

ountries in Oceania, fish remain the main source of animal
rotein. Other protein items with a high height correlation
re not consumed in large quantities. Furthermore, there

are big differences in protein quality among various
species of fish.

When the food items with the most negative r-values
(rice and legumes) are combined, a small additive effect is
observed, when compared with rice alone (r = �0.75;
p < 0.001) (Appendix Fig. 20). The proportion of energy
intake from protein (assuming 4.1 kcal per 1 gram of
protein) clearly highlights the low ‘nutrient density’ of the
diet in tropical Asia (Appendix Fig. 21).

3.10. Current nutritional trends in Asia, North Africa and

Oceania

The evidence presented in the previous paragraphs can
persuasively explain, why many wealthy Asian countries
have a smaller physical stature than European countries. A
high GDP, high rates of urbanization, low children’s
mortality rate, high indices of human development and
mostly above-average health expenditure and below-
average fertility rates are not sufficient to compensate
for the persisting low intake of the proteins that are most
strongly associated with tall stature in the present study. In
fact, the intake of ‘highly correlated proteins’ in Kuwait, the

ig. 8. Correlation between male height in 93 countries and the average daily consumption of ‘highly correlated proteins’ from milk products (dairy),

otatoes, eggs, pork and beef (FAOSTAT, 1993–2009).

0 The ‘potato puzzle’ is especially intriguing, when we consider that

otato protein is a largely independent item in our analysis and correlates

nly moderately with proteins from dairy (r = 0.65) and milk (r = 0.57),

nd with total protein (r = 0.52; p < 0.001). Even after controlling for dairy

rotein consumption, the significance of potatoes remains high

 < 0.001).
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E, Japan and South Korea is on the level of the poorest
ropean countries such as Georgia and Moldova (Fig. 8).
rthermore, the level of social inequality is apparently
gher than it is in the European nations with the tallest
ople. We can also justly suspect that the data on the Gini
dex from rich oil superpowers are not published for a
od reason, because the disparity in the distribution of
tional wealth may have no parallel to the rest of the

orld.
Therefore, the consumption of high-quality animal

oteins could theoretically predict future development.
particularly fast increase in stature can be expected in
zakhstan, Myanmar and Vietnam, where the annual
imal protein intake during the decade 2001–2011 rose
 >15 g (Fig. 9). A fast upward rate (>8 g/decade) can
en be observed in China, Morocco, Turkmenistan and
uth Korea. In contrast, the amount of animal proteins
nsumed has more or less declined in Afghanistan,
pan, Lebanon, Mongolia, Palestine, the Solomon
ands and the UAE. An extremely low level of
nsumption (�10 g/day) combined with a stagnating

 only negligibly growing trend line, is typical of
ngladesh, India, Iraq, Laos, Nepal, North Korea,
jikistan and Yemen.

3.11. Genetics: North Africa and the Near East

As already noted in the introduction, testing the
relationship between height and genetic markers plays
only a supplementary role in the present analysis,
because the distribution of certain Y haplogroups is
geographically limited. In 21 countries of the targeted
regions of North Africa and the Near East, the only
haplogroup that shows a significant, negative relation-
ship with male height is J1-M267 (r = �0.68; p < 0.001)
(Fig. 10a). J1-M267 is a signature of human populations
that expanded from the Zagros Mountains during the
Holocene and its dominant sublineage J1a2b-P58 (for-
merly J1e) has been connected with the spread of
pastoral nomadism in the Arabian Peninsula (Chiaroni
et al., 2010). Today, the frequencies of J1-M267 peak in
Yemen (73%), followed by other countries of the Arabian
Peninsula (�35–60%) and speakers of Northeast Cauca-
sian languages (>50%). The role of J1-M267 remains
robust (p < 0.01) even after controlling for protein
consumption and all the socioeconomic variables, except
total fertility (p = 0.14).

Among the four remaining haplogroups, G-M201
approaches significance as a correlate of taller statures
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. 9. Trends in the consumption of animal protein in 14 countries between 1961 and 2011, compared with the Netherlands. Source: FAOSTAT, http://faostat.fao.
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 = 0.41; p = 0.07) (Fig. 10b). This lineage reaches the
ighest frequencies in Georgia (39%) and is much rarer
lsewhere (18% in Azerbaijan, 12% in Iran, 11% in Turkey).
he positive effect of G-M201 becomes statistically

significant, when North Africa is excluded (r = 0.55;
p = 0.028). The Anatolian Neolithic lineage J2-M172
(r = 0.21; p = 0.36), as well as the East African haplogroup
E1b-M78 (r = 0.21; p = 0.36) and the Northwest African

ig. 10. (a) Correlation between the frequency of the ‘pastoral’ Y haplogroup J1-M267 and male height in 21 countries. (b) Correlation between

e combined frequencies of the ‘agricultural’ Y haplogroups E-M78, G-M201 & J2-M172 and G-M201 alone, and male height in 21 countries. (c)

orrelation between the combined frequencies of Y haplogroups G-M201, E1b-M78, E-M81, J2-M172 & R1a-M420 and male height in 21 countries.

) Correlation between the phenotype frequency of lactose tolerance (%) and male height in 47 countries. Sources: See Appendix Table 3 and

rasgruber et al. (2014).
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erber) haplogroup E1b-M81 (r = 0.20; p = 0.38) have a
n-significant, but still somewhat positive association

ith height.
Interestingly, the combination of G-M201 and E-M78

rrelates significantly positively with height (r = 0.48;
 0.027) and three presumably ‘agricultural’ haplogroups
M201, E1b-M78 and J2-M172 approach statistical
nificance (r = 0.40; p = 0.07) (Fig. 10b)21. When E-M81

added to these three haplogroups, the r-value markedly
es to r = 0.57 (p = 0.008). The addition of the Indo-Iranian
netic signature R1a-M420 further increases the correla-
n coefficient to r = 0.62 (p = 0.003) (Fig. 10c), although
a-M420 by itself shows no relationship with height
= 0.11; p = 0.63), which must primarily be ascribed to its
w frequencies across the examined regions. The signifi-
nce (p < 0.05) of these five combined Y haplogroups
rsists after controlling for all the socioeconomic vari-
les and nutrition, but again, total fertility decreases it the
ost relatively (p = 0.04).

These results indicate that J1-M267 is the major genetic
rrelate of short stature in the Near East and North Africa,
hereas G-M201, E1b-M78, E1b-M81, J2-M172 and R1a-
420 appear to have a positive effect, although it
anifests significantly only when the frequencies of these
e haplogroups are combined. According to these data,
e greatest potential for height could be expected in
oroccans, Tunisians and Georgians, and the lowest in
menites. The only other factor that markedly decreases
e significance of these results is total fertility.

2. The independent evolution of lactose tolerance in

rope and Arabia

The polarity between the ‘pastoral’ haplogroup J1-
267 and the ‘agricultural’ haplogroups G-M201, J2-M172
d E1b-M78 does not seem to be limited to body height.
-M267 namely lies at the epicentre of another global
ak of lactose tolerance, as evidenced by relatively high
evalence values from Jordan (51%), Kuwait (53%) and
udi Arabia (56%). Indeed, lactose tolerance has a high
sitive correlation with J1-M267 (r = 0.87; p = 0.023)
ppendix Fig. 22a), but a high negative correlation with
b-M78, G-M201 and J2-M172 (r = �0.89; p = 0.019)
ppendix Fig. 22b).
Although these results are based on only six

untries, they are definitely intriguing, because the
olution of lactose tolerance within pastoral commu-
ties of J1-M267 makes good sense. In addition, in our
evious paper we found that the combined frequencies

 E1b-M78, G-M201 and J-P209 correlated strongly
gatively with lactose tolerance even in Europe
= �0.73; p < 0.001). This finding could potentially
estion the calculations of Itan et al. (2009), who
opose that the genes of lactose tolerance in Europe
ere inherited from early Central European farmers. At
e same time, it is important to note that the alleles

determining lactose tolerance in Europe (�13910 * T)
and in Arabia (�13915 * G) are different, which shows
that this genetic trait developed independently (Ingram
et al., 2009).

The data from our previous study show that the spread
of lactose tolerance in Europe is most closely tied to Y
haplogroups I-M170 & R1b-U106 and the area of the North
German plain22. The first appearance of this genetic trait
can be dated to the Late Neolithic/Early Bronze Age (fourth
to third millenium BC), which is already supported by
paleogenetic data (Allentoft et al., 2015; Mathieson et al.,
2015a). This period is characterized by the expansion of the
Corded Ware culture in Northern and Central Europe, and a
sudden dramatic increase in male stature of �7 cm.
However, the subsequent dissemination of lactose toler-
ance in Western Europe and the British Isles must be
connected with some other cultural circles, most probably
the Bell Beaker culture (in the late third millenium BC) and
Y haplogroup R1b-S11623. This assumption can already be
supported by the first concrete paleogenetic evidence
(Cassidy et al., 2015).

Interestingly, other paleogenetic studies using autoso-
mal DNA (Allentoft et al., 2015; Haak et al., 2015;
Mathieson et al., 2015a, 2015b) suggest a more complex
scenario. The populations carrying I-M170 & R1b-U106
may have originally acquired lactose tolerance from the
pastoral Yamnaya people, who migrated to Central Europe
from the Pontic/Caspian steppe around 3000 BC and
formed the basis of the Corded Ware culture. This
assumption is based on the strikingly high frequency of
lactose tolerance in the Yamnaya culture and even other
related steppe cultures of Central Asia (Afanasievo,
Mezhovskaya, Karasuk; fourth to second millenium BC)
(Allentoft et al., 2015), of which at least the latter two could
be connected with Indo-Iranian speakers. Indeed, the allele
that is responsible for the relatively high lactose tolerance
in Pakistan (47%) and India (38%) is identical to �13910 * T

from Europe (Ingram et al., 2009) (Appendix Fig. 15b).
Furthermore, a positive geographical connection appears
to exist between lactose tolerance in Central Asia/India and
Y haplogroup R1a-Z93—a specific Indo-Iranian subbranch
of R1a-M420 identified by Underhill et al. (2015) (Appen-
dix Fig. 16).

In contrast, combined frequencies of E1b-M78, G-M201 and J-P209

22 The correlation between I-M170 & R1b-U106 and lactose tolerance

reached r = 0.74 (p < 0.001), but the drawback of this analysis is the low

number of available countries (n = 23). The correlation coefficient would

undoubtedly decrease, if we included data from Balkan countries with a

moderate prevalence of lactose tolerance, but high frequencies of the

local subbranch I2a1-P37.2, which apparently has little to do with the

origin of the lactose tolerance allele. Nevertheless, we collected all

available data on the frequency of I2a1-P37.2 in these 23 countries and

after its exclusion, the r-value further slightly increased to r = 0.76

(p < 0.001).
23 I-M170 & R1b-U106 deeply underestimate lactose prevalence in

Ireland and in some Western European countries such as Spain, but the

addition of R1b-S116 - a typical haplogroup of the Bell Beaker males

(Mathieson et al., 2015b)—compensates for this discrepancy and

improves the correlation to r = 0.78 (p < 0.001) in 21 countries. Even

after the exclusion of I2a1-P37.2, the result does not drastically change

(r = 0.75; p < 0.001). Furthermore, without the highly dubious value of
verwhelmingly J2) correlated negatively with the height of young men

Europe (r = �0.64; p < 0.001).

lactose tolerance prevalence from Ukraine, it would have actually

improved to r = 0.79 (p < 0.001).
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An eastern migration to Central Europe during the Late
eolithic/Bronze Age is also reflected by the very high
0%) frequencies of R1a-M420 in the available samples of

orded Ware males (Mathieson et al., 2015b), but as we
mphasized in our previous article, R1a-M420 correlates
lightly negatively with lactose tolerance in today’s Europe

 = �0.10; p = 0.62) (see Appendix Fig. 15a). Only the
ombined frequency of two minor subbranches typical of
ermanic speaking nations (R1a-Z284 and R1a-M417*)

hows a certain positive relationship (r = 0.45; p = 0.045 in
0 countries). Furthermore, the problem with the findings of
llentoft et al. (2015) is that lactose tolerance frequency was
etermined only indirectly (based on the presence of
utations that accompany �13910 * T today). Mathieson

t al. (2015a) could not find any trace of �13910 * T in the
vailable Yamnaya samples and the oldest sample contain-
g �13910 * T belonged to a man from the Bell Beaker

ulture (ca. 2300 BC). In any case, irrespective of the origin of
13910 * T, its frequencies started to increase markedly as
te as the period after its emergence in Central Europe and

ll the above mentioned models are not mutually exclusive.
When the available data on lactose tolerance from

urope are combined with those from North Africa, Asia
nd Oceania, they correlate highly with dairy proteins

 = 0.80; p < 0.001 in 44 countries) (Appendix Fig. 23a),
ut much less with milk protein (r = 0.39; p = 0.008 in
4 countries) (Appendix Fig. 23b). This counterintuitive
nding is in line with the results from Europe. It shows that
ctose tolerance is not a good predictor of the contempo-

ary rates of milk intake, but it is a fundamental
rerequisite for the long-term incorporation of milk
roducts into the diet. In developing countries, milk
sually serves as the main source of high-quality proteins,
respective of the lactose tolerance of the local population.
urthermore, it is often consumed in the fermented form
oghurt) that retains the biological quality of milk. The

ighly developed, lactose tolerant nations of Europe have
radually replaced milk with more expensive milk
roducts such as cheese. Although cheese and curd contain
nly casein (the predominant form of protein in milk),
hich is of a somewhat lower quality than the complete
ilk protein, the advantage of these products lies in the
uch higher protein concentration, relative to their

olume and energy intake.
Not too surprisingly, lactose tolerance also has a strong

elationship with the intake of ‘highly correlated proteins’
 = 0.80) and animal protein in general (r = 0.75; p < 0.001)
ppendix Table 5e). On the other hand, it has the most

egative relationship with rice protein (r = �0.60;
 < 0.001) and protein from rice and legumes (r = �0.62;
 < 0.001). Similar results are reported by Blum (2013),
ho suggests that lactose tolerance is a driving force of

igh animal protein intake.
In Europe, lactose tolerance by itself strongly predicts

ale height (r = 0.71; p < 0.001) and its predictive power
emains significant even after controlling for all the other
ctors that we examined, except its own genetic signature
-M170 & R1b-U106). This suggests that the genes for
ctose tolerance are associated with some genes that
etermine tall stature in Europeans. Indeed, the sudden

Late Neolithic/Early Bronze Age is apparent even in the
paleogenetic analysis conducted by Mathieson et al.
(2015a). In our present extended sample, lactose tolerance
also has a strong positive correlation with male height in
47 countries (r = 0.80; p < 0.001) (Fig. 10d). Its significance
as a correlate of male height is retained even after
controlling for all the other variables, except ‘highly
correlated proteins’ (p = 0.11). Nevertheless, it is paradoxi-
cal that Y haplogroup J1-M267 is associated with both
lactose tolerance and shorter stature. All we can say is that
with the exception of Kuwait and the UAE, the consump-
tion of milk and other dairy products in the Arabian
Peninsula is currently low and lactose tolerance thus does
not bring any practical benefits.

3.13. Genetics: South, Southeast and East Asia, and Oceania

Another analysis of Y haplogroups was performed for
South, Southeast and East Asia, and Oceania. We found that
the correlations of Y haplogroups with male height in these
regions are generally weak, but they markedly increase,
after countries with negligible frequencies (2% >) are
excluded. In this case, O1-MSY2.2 (r = �0.33; p = 0.20 in
17 countries), O2-P31 (r = �0.26; p = 0.37 in 14 countries)
and O2a-PK4 (r = �0.43; p = 0.17 in 12 countries) tend to
correlate with shorter statures. Only the combination of O1
& O2a reaches significance (r = �0.53; p = 0.017 in 20 coun-
tries) (Fig. 11a). In contrast, O3-M122 is significantly
associated with taller statures (r = 0.42; p = 0.042 in
24 countries) (Fig. 11b). Interestingly, it is O3, not O1 that
dominates in the tall Austronesian speakers of Oceania.

3.14. Regression analysis of the total sample

As already stated above, only 72 countries with the
complete data for the 38 variables were used for the
multiple regression analysis (Table 3b). To obtain the
simplest predictive model, only four nutritional variables
that were significant in the bivariate correlations were
selected: ‘Highly correlated proteins’, poultry, rice (or rice
& legumes), and total energy intake. Protein sources with
daily intakes below 5 g/day were eliminated, similarly like
largely duplicit items strongly related to ‘highly correlated
proteins’ (total protein, animal protein, meat total) and
plant proteins with a curvilinear relationship with height.
Among the socioeconomic variables, we excluded only the
human development index, because it is characterized by
the strongest degree of collinearity.

A separate regression with nutritional variables (Table 4)
shows that when merely two items are considered, by far
the highest percentage of variation (adj. R2) is explained by
the combination of ‘highly correlated proteins’ with rice
(79.5%), or with rice & legumes (79.0%). Only total energy
intake slightly improves this model (to 80.9% and 81.5%,
respectively)24. Out of all the socioeconomic variables, total
fertility (86.3%) and children’s mortality (85.1%) have the

24 The inclusion of total protein – another factor inversely related to
igh rice intake – had no influence on the results, both with and without

he Gini index. Total protein with rice explained only 70.8% of variation.
troduction of ‘tall genes’ into Central Europe during the
h

t
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ggest additive effect, while urbanization influences the
odel only marginally (82.1%). The GDP per capita,
alth expenditure per capita and Gini index decrease
very slightly. Nevertheless, the best model explaining
.2% of the variation was achieved via the combination

 7 variables. When we conducted a similar analysis
ith 83 countries, excluding the Gini index (for bivariate
rrelations, see Appendix Table 8), we obtained
actically the same results, with only slightly lower
j. R2 values (Appendix Table 9). In all these models,
e (or rice & legumes) is the only variable that

ways retains a very high level of significance
 < 0.001).

These findings point to rice as the most negatively
rrelated dietary factor, more so than wheat, which is
mewhat unexpected. Although rice is a source of low-
ality protein, similar to other cereals, it has a higher
ino acid score, that is, a higher protein quality than

heat flour (0.63 vs. 0.48 according to the FAO standard
85). Since rice protein correlates negatively not only

ith wheat protein (r = �0.69; p < 0.001), but even with
any sources of high-quality animal proteins, especially
tal dairy (r = �0.66), ‘highly correlated proteins’
= �0.62; p < 0.001), and even total protein (r = �0.56)
d total energy (r = �0.51, p < 0.001), it could be assumed
at high rice consumption symbolizes a diet with a low
ntent of milk and other important foodstuffs, and
flects general malnutrition.

This conclusion could also indicate that rice reflects
neral poverty, but the preference for rice or wheat
parently bears no close relation to the national GDP per

expensive to harvest than wheat25. Furthermore, the same
strong polarity between height and rice/wheat that was
documented in our sample of 93 countries exists in India
and China (Appendix Figs. 25a–25d and 26a–26d). Rice and
wheat do not show any significant association with the
GDP per capita in 29 Indian states and 30 Chinese
provinces, but rice correlates significantly negatively with
male stature both in India (r = �0.62; p < 0.001) and China
(r = �0.41; p = 0.024). In contrast, wheat shows a positive
relationship with male stature in India (r = 0.53; p = 0.003)
and tends to have the same effect in China (r = 0.25;
p = 0.19). Wheat and rice correlate strongly negatively with
each other, especially in China26.

Therefore, it is not poverty per se, but mainly geography
that influences rice consumption, because rice-producing
regions are unsuitable for the cultivation of wheat (and vice

versa). On the other hand, we should also explain, why the
intake of protein and energy in poor, wheat-consuming nations

. 11. (a) Correlation between male height and the combined frequencies of Y haplogroups O1-MSY2.2 and O2a-PK4 in 20 countries. Note: Countries with

ry low freequencies below 2% were excluded. The sample of Cambodia includes O1-MSY2.2 and O2-P31. (b) Correlation between male height and the

quency of Y haplogroup O3-M122 in 24 countries. Note: Countries with very low freequencies below 2% were excluded.

25 Indian Wheat and Rice Sector Policies and the Implications of Reform.

Appendix Table 1.5, Base-year prices, pp. 40, http://www.ers.usda.gov/

media/197077/err41_1_.pdf.
26 Rice consumption in India has a strongly inverse relationship with

both wheat (r = �0.83; p < 0.001 in urban areas, r = �0.84; p < 0.001 in

rural areas) and milk (r = �0.73; p < 0.001 in urban areas and �0.77;

p < 0.001 in rural areas). Interestingly, milk is the main correlate of male

stature in 29 Indian states. This remains valid, when we consider both

rural (r = 0.72; p < 0.001) and urban (r = 0.67; p < 0.001) data of the self-

reported monthly milk consumption from 2004-2005. The consumption

of milk in China is negligible and the main determinant of height in rural

areas is eggs (r = 0.80; p < 0.001), although their consumption is rather
. In any case, rice correlates with wheat even more negatively than in

ia (r = �0.90; p < 0.001).
pita (Appendix Figs. 24a and 24b) and rice is even more
low

Ind

http://www.ers.usda.gov/media/197077/err41_1_.pdf
http://www.ers.usda.gov/media/197077/err41_1_.pdf


Table 4

Multiple regression models of height (including the Gini index, 72 countries).

Nutrition Nutrition + Socioeconomic variables

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)

‘Highly correlated

proteins’

0.68

r = 0.67

(p< 0.001)

0.63

r = 0.74

(p< 0.001)

0.50

r = 0.57

(p< 0.001)

0.42

r = 0.49

(p< 0.001)

0.40

r = 0.47

(p< 0.001)

0.33

r = 0.43

(p< 0.001)

0.29

r = 0.39

(p< 0.001)

0.23

r = 0.28

(p = 0.022)

0.33

r = 0.47

(p< 0.001)

Total energy 0.23

r = 0.30

(p = 0.011)

0.20

r = 0.29

(p = 0.015)

0.25

r = 0.36

(p = 0.002)

0.17

r = 0.23

(p = 0.056)

0.10

r = 0.16

(p = 0.20)

0.18

r = 0.31

(p = 0.009)

0.15

r = 0.22

(p = 0.08)

0.08

r = 0.13

(p = 0.31)

Rice �0.35

r =�0.52

(p< 0.001)

�0.33

r =�0.52

(p< 0.001)

�0.55

r =�0.75

(p< 0.001)

�0.32

r =�0.57

(p< 0.001)

Rice & Legumes �0.36

r =�0.54

(p< 0.001)

�0.33

r =�0.50

(p< 0.001)

�0.36

r =�0.57

(p< 0.001)

�0.36

r =�0.60

(p< 0.001)

�0.33

r =�0.56

(p< 0.001)

Poultry �0.08

r =�0.14

(p = 0.28)

�0.10

r =�0.19

(p = 0.12)

Urbanization 0.15

r = 0.22

(p = 0.07)

0.10

r = 0.15

(p = 0.22)

0.13

r = 0.20

(p = 0.11)

Children’s mortality �0.30

r =�0.45

(p< 0.001)

�0.14

r =�0.18

(p = 0.16)

�0.14

r =�0.17

(p = 0.16)

Total fertility �0.52

r =�0.73

(p< 0.001)

�0.29

r =�0.52

(p< 0.001)

�0.19

r =�0.29

(p = 0.021)

�0.20

r =�0.30

(p = 0.014)

Gini index �0.06

r =�0.13

(p = 0.30)

Observations (n) 2 2 3 3 2 4 4 4 8 7

Adj. R2 0.744

(p< 0.001)

0.795

(p< 0.001)

0.809

(p< 0.001)

0.815

(p< 0.001)

0.790

(p< 0.001)

0.821

(p< 0.001)

0.851

(p< 0.001)

0.863

(p< 0.001)

0.868

(p< 0.001)

0.872

(p< 0.001)

Note: The first row in each cell displays standartized b* coefficients illustrating how many standard deviations a dependent variable (height) will change, per standard deviation increase in the independent variable.

The second row displays partial correlations (i.e. a correlation with height after controlling for other independent variables included in the regression). The third row displays probability p-values.
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much higher than in comparably poor, rice-consuming
tions (Appendix Figs. 10a and 24c). In Vietnam, living in a
ming community and having a lower socioeconomic status

e the main determinants of a low energy intake and high
rbohydrate consumption, the latter being directly related to
e (Nguyen et al., 2013). This points to limited food
ernatives in isolated, poor farming regions of tropical Asia,

hich are not suitable for large-scale production of both
heat and livestock.

Indeed, another important factor from the World Bank
tabase, arable land (% of land area, 1993–2009)27, has the
ost positive relationship with the consumption of protein
m beef (r = 0.42; p < 0.001) and milk (r = 0.41; p < 0.001) in

 countries, and it is also positively tied to ‘highly correlated
oteins’ (r = 0.34; p < 0.001), total protein (r = 0.23;

 0.029) and wheat protein (r = 0.21; p = 0.048). On the
her hand, it correlates most negatively with proteins from
e & legumes (r = �0.31; p = 0.003), rice protein (r = �0.27;

 0.008) and legume protein (incl. soy) (r = �0.27; p = 0.009).
 accordance with this finding, the consumption of milk and
d the consumption of wheat in India are strongly associated

ith each other (r = 0.81; p < 0.001 in urban areas, r = 0.73;
 0.001 in rural areas). Furthermore, when the complete

ta from 72 countries are considered, the socioeconomic
tor with the strongest (negative) relationship with rice is

banization (r = �0.57; p < 0.001), which also indicates the
fluence of narrow food choices.

Still, the lack of other food alternatives in the farming
mmunities of tropical Asia cannot explain, why the
aximum consumption rates of rice protein in the FAOSTAT
tabase (�30 g/day) are much lower than those of wheat
otein (�50 g/day). One possible explanation, already
tlined above (see Appendix Fig. 21), is that rice is
aracterized by a very low nutrient density. The content

 protein in rice is much lower than that in wheat28 and
hen protein digestibility (PDCAAS score) is taken into
count, roughly 24% more energy from cooked white rice
ust be consumed per gram of complete protein, when
mpared with wheat flour, in addition to the weight
ing nearly 4-times greater29. The data from the Czech

Nutridatabaze.cz indicate even greater differences (43%
more energy) between white bread and husked parboiled
rice30. Therefore, rice may not only further exacerbate the
negative effect of a low total protein and energy intake, but
its high consumption may also directly contribute to it31.

3.15. Residuals of observed and predicted height in the total

sample

The comparison of observed and predicted height
(Table 5 and Fig. 12a and b), based on model (10) from
Table 4, shows that the region of tropical Asia is
characterized by a clear tendency towards shorter
heights than the model predicts (�0.5 cm). Furthermore,
after the exclusion of the outlier urban sample from
Laos, the difference rises to �0.8 cm. In contrast, China
and South Korea are above the predicted value.
Apparently, these results are compatible with the
presumed relationships between height and various
subbranches of Y haplogroup O-M175 in East and
Southeast Asia, although the supposed genetic impact
would be relatively small. The influence of genetics in
North Africa and the Near East also appears to be
plausible, when only nutrition is considered, but it
diminishes markedly after socioeconomic factors are
taken into account. Perhaps the most interesting
observation is thus the position of five Altaic-speaking
nations of Central Asia, which are consistently below the
predicted value (�2.0 cm on average). Not too surpris-
ingly, countries from Western and Southwestern Europe
have negative residuals, whereas positive residuals are
generally the most prevalent in the Western Balkans and
Central/Northern Europe (as much as +6.3 cm in Bosnia
and Herzegovina, +3.6 cm in Croatia and +3.1 cm in the
Netherlands).

Without the Gini index, we again get very similar
results (Appendix Table 10 and Appendix Figs. 27a and
27b), but this time we can even assess Oceania and more
Muslim countries. Interestingly, three countries from
Remote Oceania (Fiji, Kiribati, Samoa) are considerably
above the predicted height, and the positive residual in
Samoa reaches +4.2 cm. Two countries from Near Oceania
(the Solomon Islands, Vanuatu) do not come close to these
values.

4. Conclusion

The current study extends our previous data from
Europe and enables a better understanding of the
enviromental determinants of physical growth in the
developing world. The most fundamental finding is
that the nutritional correlates of male height in North

http://data.worldbank.org/indicator/AG.LND.ARBL.ZS/countries/

?display=map. According to the definition of the World Bank, ‘‘arable

d includes land defined by the FAO as land under temporary crops

uble-cropped areas are counted once), temporary meadows for mowing

for pasture, land under market or kitchen gardens, and land temporarily

low. Land abandoned as a result of shifting cultivation is excluded."

According to the USDA.org database (http://ndb.nal.usda.gov/ndb/

trients/index), raw long-grain rice contains 7.1 g protein per 100 g

5 kJ/g of protein) and cooked white rice contains only 2.7 g protein per

0 g (202 kJ/g of protein). In contrast, the content of protein in wheat

ur is 12 g per 100 g (126 kJ/g of protein).

The protein digestibility of rice in humans (90%) and white wheat

ur in humans (92%) was taken from the Report of a Sub-Committee of

 2011 FAO Consultation, http://www.fao.org/ag/humannutrition/

216-04a2f02ec02eafd4f457dd2c9851b4c45.pdf). The PDCAAS scores

rice and wheat flour are thus 0.57 and 0.44, respectively. This means

t 100 g of cooked rice contains an equivalent of 1.5 g of complete

tein, whereas 100 g of wheat flour contains an equivalent of 5.3 g of

mplete protein. In order to consume an equivalent of 60 g of complete

tein, roughly 3.9 kg of cooked rice (21,186 kJ) or 1.1 kg of wheat flour

,125 kJ) would have to be eaten. In contrast with these extreme

30 The exact numbers are 16,861 kJ (1.6 kg) for white bread and

24,145 kJ (4.0 kg) for husked parboiled rice, when 60 g of complete

protein is to be consumed.
31 Indeed, the only negative nutritional correlates of the protein energy/

total energy ratio are proteins from rice & legumes (r = �0.48; p < 0.001)

and rice (r = �0.47; p < 0.001). Rice protein (r = �0.51; p < 0.001) and
mbers, the same amount of complete protein can be supplied by 1.54 L

half-fat milk (2972 kJ) or full-fat milk (4066 kJ).

proteins from rice & legumes (r = �0.47; p < 0.001) are also the only

negative nutritional correlates of total energy intake.

http://data.worldbank.org/indicator/AG.LND.ARBL.ZS/countries/1W?display=map
http://data.worldbank.org/indicator/AG.LND.ARBL.ZS/countries/1W?display=map
http://ndb.nal.usda.gov/ndb/nutrients/index
http://ndb.nal.usda.gov/ndb/nutrients/index
http://www.fao.org/ag/humannutrition/36216-04a2f02ec02eafd4f457dd2c9851b4c45.pdf
http://www.fao.org/ag/humannutrition/36216-04a2f02ec02eafd4f457dd2c9851b4c45.pdf


Table 5

Observed and predicted values of male height, based on model (10) from Table 4.

Observed Predicted Residual Observed Predicted Residual

Albania 174.0 175.7 �1.7 Laos 163.6 159.1 4.5

Algeria 174.6 173.1 1.5 Latvia 180.1 178.5 1.6

Armenia 171.9 175.0 �3.1 Lithuania 181.3 178.9 2.4

Australia 179.4 178.1 1.3 Macedonia 177.4 175.3 2.1

Austria 179.6 180.9 �1.3 Malaysia 167.5 169.5 �2.0

Azerbaijan 172.9 172.6 0.3 Moldova 174.8 174.7 0.1

Bangladesh 162.7 161.9 0.8 Mongolia 168.2 173.2 �5.0

Belarus 177.5 179.7 �2.2 Morocco 171.7 171.8 �0.1

Belgium 179.5 180.2 �0.7 Nepal 163.0 164.4 �1.4

Bosnia & Herzegovina 182.2 175.9 6.3 Netherlands 183.8 180.7 3.1

Bulgaria 175.3 176.5 �1.2 New Zealand 177.8 176.3 1.5

Cambodia 162.4 160.7 1.7 Norway 179.9 179.0 0.9

Croatia 180.5 176.9 3.6 Pakistan 167.8 167.8 0.0

Cyprus 174.6 175.7 �1.1 Philippines 163.8 166.4 �2.6

Czech Republic 181.3 179.0 2.3 Poland 178.5 178.7 �0.2

Denmark 180.6 180.3 0.3 Portugal 173.9 177.4 �3.5

Egypt 170.3 169.8 0.5 Romania 176.0 177.5 �1.5

Estonia 180.9 178.9 2.0 Russian Federation 177.3 177.9 �0.6

Finland 178.6 179.8 �1.2 Slovakia 179.3 176.7 2.6

France 177.8 179.6 �1.8 Slovenia 179.8 178.2 1.6

Georgia 175.8 174.9 0.9 South Korea 174.3 173.1 1.2

Germany 180.2 180.0 0.2 Spain 177.3 178.7 �1.4

Greece 178.1 179.6 �1.5 Sri Lanka 165.6 167.4 �1.8

Hungary 177.5 176.9 0.6 Sweden 181.4 180.5 0.9

China 172.1 170.8 1.3 Switzerland 178.2 179.6 �1.4

Iceland 181.8 178.9 2.9 Tajikistan 170.1 167.6 2.5

India 165.2 166.3 �1.1 Thailand 167.6 168.5 �0.9

Indonesia 163.9 165.7 �1.8 Tunisia 174.2 174.0 0.2

Iran 173.4 171.9 1.5 Turkey 173.6 174.7 �1.1

Ireland 178.5 178.2 0.3 Turkmenistan 170.9 171.9 �1.0

Israel 174.5 174.3 0.2 Ukraine 176.6 177.8 �1.2

Italy 176.5 179.2 �2.7 United Kingdom 177.7 178.0 �0.3

Japan 172.1 174.5 �2.4 USA 178.9 178.2 0.7

Jordan 170.9 170.4 0.5 Uzbekistan 171.1 172.2 �1.1

Kazakhstan 175.6 175.8 �0.2 Viet Nam 164.4 165.4 �1.0

Kyrgyzstan 171.3 173.7 �2.4 Yemen 163.1 163.8 �0.7

Fig. 12. (a) Correlation between the observed and predicted values of male height–model (4) (see Table 4). (b) Correlation between the observed and

predicted values of male height–model (10) (see Table 4).
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rica, Asia and Oceania are very different and primarily
pend on protein quantity, not protein quality.
rthermore, three basic nutritional styles can be
stinguished, depending on the major source of protein:

The first nutritional style (in tropical Asia) is based on
rice and is also characterized by a very low consumption
of protein and energy. It is accompanied by very small
statures between 162 and 168 cm.
The second one (in the Muslim countries of North Africa
and the Near East) is based on wheat and the
consumption of plant protein reaches the highest values
in the world. The intake of total protein and total energy
is relatively high as well and comparable with Europe,
but the average height of young males is still rather short
and does not exceed 174 cm.
The third one is based on animal proteins (particularly
those from dairy) and is typical of Northern/
Central Europe. This region is characterized by the tallest
statures in the world (>180 cm), being matched only
by the inhabitants of the Western Balkans, in
which we can presume extraordinary genetic predis-
positions.

These world patterns in protein consumption have
ready been described in detail by Grigg (1995).
though our present study is based on a non-
perimental, ecological comparison, its findings can
ovide useful insights into the relationship between
ese nutritional styles and the final adult stature. Most
portantly, our results indicate that plant-based diets

e not able to provide the optimal stimuli for physical
owth, even if the intake of total protein and total
ergy poses no problem. In fact, we observed a
fference of 10 cm (174 cm vs. 184 cm) between nations
lying on the surplus of plant and animal proteins,
spectively32. A low consumption of proteins that
rrelate highly with height can explain the seemingly
rplexing, small stature in the developed countries of
st Asia and the Muslim oil superpowers.
Besides low protein quality, a frequently forgotten
iting factor of plant-based diets is their low nutritional

nsity, with a disproportionate load of ‘empty calories’
m starch and oils that must be consumed per unit of a
y nutrient. The countries with the highest plant protein
take already belong to the most obese in the world,
rticularly among females33, so it is not likely that the
ficit of protein quality could easily be compensated by
otein quantity.
Last, but not least, our study can potentially question

e current dietary recommendations regarding the
take of essential amino acids, because some foods
at score highly according to the new FAO standard
07 do not appear among the best correlates of
ight. In fact, recent studies indicate that even the
ntemporary total protein requirements for children

are underestimated (Elango et al., 2011)34, which also
agrees with our data, because we do not observe any
levelling-off in many graphic comparisons of male
height and protein consumption.

Of all other variables examined in this study, the human
development index (HDI) is the only factor that shows a
comparably strong relationship with male height like to
nutrition. This indicates that the factors leading to the
increase in the average height intertwine with public
policies that improve the overall quality of life. As in our
previous study, children’s mortality (i.e. a disease free
environment) is the strongest correlate of stature among
all the remaining socioeconomic indicators, but the
forward stepwise regression also highlights the role of a
lower total fertility rate (i.e. the amount of resources that
can be expended per child) and partly urbanization as
additional factors that can be targeted, when trying to
speed up the pace of the positive height trend.

Besides that, our study shows that, similar to the
situation in Europe, the final height in non-European
regions may be influenced by genetic factors. Their role in
North Africa and the Near East appears to be similarly
strong like in Europe, and the inverse relationship between
height/lactose tolerance in this region is intriguing. The
results are less persuasive concerning the southeastern
part of Asia and Oceania, but genetic, socioeconomic and
nutritional data from many local countries are still lacking.
In any case, the verification of these findings is possible
only via studies of autosomal DNA.
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